TECH GETS BID

APRIL 3, 2021

MARKET COMMENTARY
The S&P 500 closed on a new high again. The market meandered sideways for three of the four days but closed decisively up on
Friday. The NASDAQ led indexes higher, which is bullish for a rotation back into tech. All the sectors had a good week. I really like
the mega-cap tech names here. They look ready for their next leg higher.
While the indexes didn’t correct significantly over the last 6 weeks, the large growth areas and speculative names (SPAC’s), GME,
AMC, and software names all got taken to the woodshed for a 50% trim. The SSIH has been highlighting the underlying weakness, and
hopefully you avoided some of the chop. Broadly, the market of stocks looks set to resume the uptrend.
The vaccination data for the USA continues to get more promising. America expects to have 200 million
people vaccinated within the first hundred days of the new president. This is very solid, considering
Canada ranks 64th in rollouts, mostly due to a shortage of vaccines. This dominance in rollouts by the USA
suggests more money rotating into US assets at least until the rest of the globe gets vaccines to
distribute. The AstraZeneca vaccine has been problematic, while most of the US inventory is Pfizer,
Moderna and JNJ.
Almost all the US sectors are breaking to one-month highs, or breaking downtrends, or making all-time
highs. That looks like a solid way to start a larger rally. The transports and industrial’s look bullish. That
should be enough to say just get long. Globally we saw a worldwide rally. That’s hard to argue with when
all the screens turn green.
I am watching to see if the crude oil chart can continue to rally. With jet fuel starting to be consumed,
and cars selling like toothbrushes, there should be demand growth. The gold miners look like a theme to be in. Large cap tech,
growth names with earnings, and semiconductors look well suited to investment here.
Summary: The $SPX has made two higher weekly closes in a row. All the sectors are looking to participate. With tech,
communications services, and consumer discretionary joining the party, who needs a clock saying it’s time to go home? The party is
just getting started it would seem. Let’s hit the charts.
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@SSIH – BOUNCING UP TO END THE WEEK
The Schnell Strength Index has closed above 50 for the last four weeks. It looks ready to break the down trend in the SSIH.
Choppiness in the index is mirrored on the indicator.
I post a preliminary SSIH reading Tuesdays after the close and Thursdays close/Friday’s open on Thursday night or Friday morning. It
doesn’t bounce a lot, but weekend closes matter. This will allow you to position before weekends.
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SSIH, SSIF, SSIQ INDICATOR
The chart shows the SSIH
in the top panel. We are
down slightly over last
week when we just look
at the Friday close.
Really choppy action for
investing.
The SSIQ is making a
higher low and a higher
high, so that gives me
some encouragement.
Last week’s low was a
higher low also.
The SSIQ is bouncing
above 50%. Last week I
mentioned If this could
bounce higher this week,
it would probably signal
an end to the correction
on the NASDAQ. That
happened and all my
charts suggest the
correction is over.
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APRIL MONTHLY CONFERENCE CALL LINK BELOW
Dwight and I will host the April conference call Monday, April 5 at 5 PM ET. Click to view. April Conference Call. Passcode = Staples
My selection for a title last week was that defensives are trying to lead. I’d alter that this week! Things definitely improved. Catch
us on Monday at 5 PM ET. I will post the recording as well.
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$SPX – SECOND WEEKLY CLOSE AT NEW HIGHS
The daily chart of the S&P 500 shows the fresh breakout close above the prior high. Once again, the $SPX bounced at the 50 DMA. So
many different sectors pushed to fresh new highs in the last 2 weeks. This looks like the start of the next leg higher. $SPX
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$NDX – NASDAQ 100 DAILY CHART
The $NDX broke out to fresh one-month highs this week. I think one of the most important things on this chart is the stock index
above the 50-day moving average. The break above the 50-day moving average and a close at new 1-month highs is bullish. I like the
PPO separating from the signal line, picking up speed and setting up to move above zero. The 50 level on the RSI has been a simple
clue as it held above 50 during the uptrend and sat below it during the correction. It pushed back above to close the week. Bullish.
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$NDX – NASDAQ 100 60-MIN CHART
This is the 60-minute version of the NASDAQ 100. $NDX. Last week I mentioned it had been 28 days since the top, and corrections
are typically 20-30 days. The break above the 13000-13300 area is a real plus. Growth stocks looks set to help lift this market.
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MEGA-CAP TECH
The Mega-Cap names are setting up. Apple looks ready to move higher. AMZN full-stochastic moving above 50. Disney has the PPO
resetting at zero and is trying to bounce up. FB hit new highs. Google will hit new highs this week is my expectation. The same for
MSFT. NFLX is breaking the downtrend. TSLA looks like it will try to break above $700. When mega-cap comes back in strongly, this
can really push us higher on both the $SPX and the $NDX. FB, MSFT, GOOGL, AMZN, AAPL would be my preferred names here. DIS,
NFLX and TSLA all look good bouncing off some prior price support levels at $180, $500 and $600 respectively.
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XLY – CONSUMER DISCRETIONARY
Consumer discretionary has chopped sideways since the first week of January. The PPO is an indicator that shows momentum. It has
been trending down with lower highs since January. The PPO is breaking to the upside through the black trend line as the PPO turns
positive (Moving above zero is positive momentum). I expect a test of the prior highs this week and a potential breakout.
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XLC – COMMUNICATION SERVICES
This sector had massive drops in two stocks leading the sector, Viacom (VIAC) and Discovery (DISCA). They lost $50 billion in market
cap in the Archegos collapse ($115 Billion!). But the computer algos rotate out of something moving down into something turning up.
Four of the big eight I mentioned on those candle-glance charts are in communication services (FB, GOOGL, DIS, NFLX). This chart
could have some real horsepower as those stocks light up the screens.
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XLK – TECHNOLOGY ETF
We did get the rotation into growth sectors after last weeks’ pop in the defensive areas. Between all the sectors breaking higher last
week and this week, it looks like a broad-based breakout to new highs in most sectors. This technology chart sure looks bullish.
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XLP – STAPLES ETF
Almost every sector broke down trends, broke to new one-month highs, or fresh all-time highs in the last 5 trading days. Financials,
Energy and Communications did not but I still like those charts. The breakout is upon us. After that weird surge on Friday afternoon
last week, this week consolidated for the first three days and pushed solidly higher on Thursday with Friday as a holiday. Bullish.
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$USD – US DOLLAR
Some of the most unique relationships that have happened this year are crosscurrents between the $USD, interest rates, Gold,
commodities and tech stocks. Normally, money moving into US dollars would be supportive for tech growth. While that was certainly
the case in January, as yields rose, the growth names moderated. The SPAC speculative craze and clean tech themes all moderated
to end the quarter. I’ll be reviewing these relationships on the monthly conference call as it is really a hidden theme. $USD .
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$WTIC – CRUDE OIL
The relationship between a lower dollar and crude oil has been clear, but it is not a daily relationship. With the red trend lines
breaking on both of these charts, it would suggest we are in a whole new paradigm for oil prices. However, the same could have
been said in the 2013 period where 2-year trend lines from 2011 broke. The difference this time is the length of the trend line.
Currently it looks like the crude price is back testing the breakout and is set to surge much higher. That would imply a weaker
dollar. Based on the strength of the US vaccine rollout, I have trouble imagining money moving away from the USD any time soon.
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$BPGDM – GOLD MINERS BULLISH PERCENT INDEX
On the gold miners chart below, four of four are now on a buy signal above the 20 DMA. I got whipped out of two of my positions by
Tuesday, only to see a rally of $50 in gold to finish the week. Gold is bouncing off a double bottom. $BPGDM . I continue to like the
setup for this trade and will be adding more gold miners on Monday.
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APRIL MONTHLY CONFERENCE CALL LINK BELOW
Dwight and I will host the April conference call Monday, April 5 at 5 PM ET. Click to view. April Conference Call. Passcode = Staples
Easter is a busy weekend in some households, so we will host this on Monday.
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MARKET SUMMARY
Last week I mentioned that the defensive sectors were moving up on the list. This week they swung back to the weakest sectors.
Tough reversals each week, but semiconductors shot up. Oil and gas was strong, as energy was in line with the $SPX. Canada is on
the right. Gold miners had their best week in a while. I like the trade. Technology was near the top on both sides of the 49th
parallel. Notice financials moderating after a strong rip higher on yields. Don’t overlook how bullish everything was. It was not just
one or two sectors.
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GLOBAL VIEW
The whole globe rallied. Asia has been weak over the last month but even they could not resist a rally higher. Europe’s lockdown
does not seem to matter. The direction is higher. Commodities are on the right. Copper still looks toppy, but the other industrial
metals soared. Watching to see if lumber is a double top with a close over $1000 for the first time. The momentum areas like
Lithium and rare earths bounced back from last weeks’ pain trade. Gold and silver were flat compared to huge up moves in the
miners.
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VIDEO OF THE WEEK
The April monthly conference call link. The April Monthly Conference call will be held on Monday April 5 at 5 PM EDT. Passcode =
Staples
Here is the link to the chart list. Weekly Charts
Here is a link to this week’s video. Weekly Video
Disclaimer:
Greg Schnell is an independent analyst and
does not invest for clients. Greg Schnell does
not collaborate to create a positive/negative
market bias, nor is he paid to promote any
particular stock or perspective. These charts
and descriptions are not an instruction to buy
or sell. You as a reader, are solely responsible
for every investing decision you make. Greg
Schnell and any of his companies or
relationships with other companies, are not
responsible for trades. The ideas presented
here are opinion. Trading and investing involves
risk to you and is solely yours.

Good trading,
Greg Schnell, CMT, MFTA.
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BIOGRAPHY GREG SCHNELL, CMT, MFTA.
Greg Schnell, CMT, is the chief technical strategist at gregschnell.com specializing in intermarket and commodities analysis. Greg’s
work has been regular reading on the world-leading StockCharts.com platform for thousands of investors. Hedge funds, RIA’s,
portfolio managers, technicians and private investors consider the charts Greg displays. Greg Schnell is valued for his timely, indepth, unique analysis that generates a valued perspective. Greg has won multiple awards as the Top Independent Analyst of the
Year in Canada.

Based in Calgary, Canada, he is a past board member of the Canadian Society of Technical Analysts (CSTA) and past chairman of the
CSTA Calgary chapter. As an active member of CMT Association, Greg speaks throughout North America on technical analysis. Greg is
the co-author of Stock Charts for Dummies.
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